Galt's Gulch Chile Becomes First Libertarian Community Accepting Bitcoin
Galt's Gulch Chile, a Libertarian real estate project in Chile, has become the first real estate
project of its kind to accept bitcoin. Designed as a residential organic farming community with
clean waters, organic foods, and renewable energy, the project raises the question: What can't
you buy with bitcoin now?
Santiago, Chile (PRWEB) November 13, 2013 -- As a philosopher and inventor, it is likely John Galt would
have happily accepted bitcoin for the Galt's Gulch depicted in Ayn Rand's landmark novel "Atlas Shrugged".
Although Galt's character did not know of bitcoin, his vision has become a reality with the Libertarianfashioned community, Galt's Gulch Chile. Today Galt's Gulch Chile becomes the world's first Libertarian real
estate project to accept bitcoin.
Galt's Gulch Chile is a self-sustaining organic farming community located within the mild Mediterranean
microclimate of central Chile. This realization of John Galt's vision holds title to over 11,000 acres of pristine
land with nearly 800 liters per second of registered underground and surface water rights. Galt's Gulch Chile
presents, for the first time, the opportunity to purchase real estate with the revolutionary new virtual currency
bitcoin.
Bitcoin has soared past all-time highs in recent weeks, reaching a price of nearly $400 in early November.
Many analysts have repeated that one barrier to bitcoin's mainstream acceptance is one's inability to spend it on
practical things.
Alongside hundreds and thousands of other bitcoin businesses, Galt's Gulch Chile has changed that.
Galt's Gulch Chile spokesperson Jeff Berwick, founder of StockHouse, TDV Media & BitcoinATM, has played
a significant role in the early stages of bitcoin. Berwick has been on Fox News, CNBC & Bloomberg to discuss
the rise of bitcoin.
"I can think of no better way to invest bitcoins than on real estate, especially legally protected land with clean
water and organic farmland in quickly developing markets, like Chile" explained Berwick at a recent Spring
Eventat Galt's Gulch Chile.
"Just like bitcoins, I think land in emerging markets will only increase in value over the coming years. The US
dollar and other fiat currencies will continue to collapse and we recommend those holding dollars to divest
themselves of those dollars as soon as possible. We also want to show our commitment to bitcoin and accept it
very happily as payment for land at Galt’s Gulch."
With architectural and ecological master plan design underway, Galt's Gulch Chile has already invested many
months of effort into making Galt's Gulch a true non-fiction reality.
Please refer to the GGC websitefor further details on the project and also register for on-going updates and
opportunities for living in the community.
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Contact Information
Erin Gallagly
Galt's Gulch Chile
http://www.galtsgulchchile.com
+1 (800) 363-8073
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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